Transesophageal echocardiography in the critical care unit
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- Transthoracic echocardiography may be of limited value for patients in intensive care units because of suboptimal patient positioning, surgical wounds, and mechanical ventilation. By contrast, transesophageal echocardiography provides a new window for cardiac imaging, even in critically ill patients. We report our indications based on findings comparing transesophageal and transthoracic echocardiography in 112 studies in intensive care units. The transesophageal approach diagnosed 131 significant findings, compared to only 95 (73%) found transthoracically. Transesophageal echocardiography was superior to the transthoracic approach in patients with significant (higher than 2+) mitral regurgitation, with improved detection in 10 (9%) cases (p<0.05). Transesophageal echocardiography also provided additional information in the evaluation of vegetations, diseases of the aorta, visualization of the left ventricle, intracardiac masses, intracardiac thrombi, and congenital heart disease. Transesophageal echocardiography provides a useful diagnostic tool for evaluation of critically ill patients.
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Echocardiography, the mainstay of noninvasive cardiac imaging, is highly sensitive in the detection of cardiac abnormalities. In acutely ill patients seen in intensive care units, transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) provides the capability for immediate diagnosis at the bedside.1,2 However, this approach can often yield poor images due to suboptimal patient positioning, surgical wounds, and mechanical ventilation. The recent evolution of transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) has brought a better understanding and identification of cardiac pathologies because it provides a new acoustic window to the heart.

The purpose of this study was to comparatively evaluate transesophageal and transthoracic echocardiography by using both techniques in a population of intensive care patients. In this article we present the results of this study and indications for optimal use of this new modality.

METHODS

Between June 1987 and October 1989, 890 TEE studies were performed at the Cleveland Clinic Foundation, of which 152 were performed in the various...
Echocardiography

The transthoracic studies were recorded using commercially available equipment. Although attempts were made to do studies in the left lateral decubitus position, many patients were too ill for this and were imaged in the supine position. The M-mode echocardiograms were recorded with two-dimensional guidance, and measurements were obtained from all TTEs with adequate parasternal windows in accordance with the criteria outlined by the American Society of Echocardiography. The transesophageal studies were recorded using 5.0-MHz phased-array transducers. The TEE probe was introduced following topical pharyngeal anesthesia and mild sedation (usually low-dose midazolam and meperidine) and was advanced into the esophagus with the patient in the recumbent position. A comprehensive examination of the heart and aorta was done using standard tomographic projections. All studies were recorded on 1/2-inch VHS videotape.

Visual estimation of left ventricular contractility was made by categorizing patients into five groups according to systolic function. The categories were as follows: normal systolic function, and mild, moderate, moderately severe, or severe systolic dysfunction. The left ventricular ejection fraction was calculated from the transthoracic two-dimensional images using a system formulated by Quiñones. The severity of valvular regurgitation was assessed by visual estimation following previously described echocardiographic and angiographic criteria and classified as none (0), mild (1+), moderate (2+), moderately severe (3+), and severe (4+). For the purpose of analysis, we defined “insignificant” valvular regurgitation as up to and including moderate (2+), and “significant” regurgitation as greater than moderate severity. For purposes of comparing the effectiveness of TEE and TTE in diagnosing the severity of regurgitation, we assigned each case to one of four groups. Group A was defined as ≤2+ regurgitation by both TEE and TTE; group B as >2+ by TEE but <2+ by TTE; group C as ≥2+ by both TEE and TTE; and group D as <2+ by TEE and ≥2+ by TTE.

Statistical analysis

Comparability of TEE and TTE groups was tested by using McNemar’s test. Comparability of TEE and TTE for detection of other cardiac lesions was tested by using the chi-square statistical method. Any level below 0.05 was considered significant.

Echocardiographic indications and findings

The indications for TEE in our series (Table 1) are primarily for patients with suspected endocarditis, valvular dysfunction, and hemodynamic problems that require determination of ventricular function. The indications were obtained from physician notes in the patient charts.

### Table 1: Indications for Transesophageal Echocardiography in 112 Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indication</th>
<th>Total (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Rule out vegetation</td>
<td>51 (46%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosthetic</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Rule out valve dysfunction</td>
<td>48 (43%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosthetic</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Assess ventricular function</td>
<td>21 (19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Rule out intracardiac thrombus/mass or source of embolus</td>
<td>13 (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Rule out aortic dissection or aneurysm</td>
<td>10 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Assess or rule out congenital heart disease</td>
<td>6 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Rule out tamponade</td>
<td>4 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Rule out subvalvular LVOT obstruction</td>
<td>4 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Rule out constriction or restriction</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Patients with more than one indication are included

*Includes right ventricular function in one patient

LVOT = Left ventricular outflow tract
TEE identified 131 significant lesions or findings in this series, whereas TTE found only 95 (73%) (p<0.001). Table 2 outlines the frequency of diagnoses made by TTE vs TEE in various abnormal conditions.

### Complications

Despite the severity of illness present in this population, no serious complications occurred as a result of any of the studies. One patient suffered a cardiac arrest after the physicians unexpectedly found normal ventricular function on the TEE and abruptly discontinued inotropic support. After removing the scope, the patient was successfully resuscitated, and the arrest was not considered a complication of the TEE examination.

### Assessment of valvular regurgitation

In the 112 cases studied, 23 had prosthetic mitral valves (13 biologic, 10 mechanical) and 89 had native mitral valves, of which 13 had been previously repaired. Twenty-five had prosthetic aortic valves (15 biologic, 10 mechanical) and 87 had native aortic valves, of which 4 had previously undergone repair. All tricuspid valves were native, although three had previously undergone ring annuloplasty.

Suspected valvular regurgitation was an indication for TEE in 48 cases and was confirmed in 34 (71%). TEE detected 166 regurgitant lesions in 94 patients, or 84% of the entire population. Of the lesions identified, 81 were mitral, 40 aortic, and 45 tricuspid. The transesophageal method found significant (>2+) regurgitation in 31 of 81 mitral valve lesions (28% native valves, 7 prosthetic), 10 of 40 aortic valve lesions (7 native, 3 prosthetic), and 9 of 45 tricuspid valve lesions (all native valves), for a total of 50 significant lesions. Of these 50, only 38 (76%) were detected by TTE (p<0.001).

Figure 1 shows the concordance (groups A and C) and discordance (groups B and D) between TEE and TTE for detecting regurgitation in the ICU. TEE identified significant mitral regurgitation in 31 cases (28%), which was significantly higher than the 21 (19%) identified by TTE (p=0.0016). Figure 2 illustrates the discrepancy in the amount of mitral valve regurgitation found transesophageally (4+) vs transthoracically (1+) in a patient with a prosthetic mitral valve. The detection rate of TTE for aortic and tricuspid valve regurgitation was similar to TEE (p=0.55 for both).

The etiology of regurgitation was either not determined or not apparent by TEE in 37% (62 of 166) of all valvular regurgitations. However, the great majority of these lesions of unknown cause were of mild to
known (3 of 9); prolapse (1 of 9); and Ebstein’s anomaly (1 of 9).

Endocarditis
A search for vegetations was the indication for TEE in 51 cases. Twenty-six vegetations were seen by TEE (17 definite, 9 possible) compared to 19 (13 definite, 6 possible) seen by TTE (p=0.31). TEE identified 12 vegetations in the aortic valve and 14 in the mitral valve, compared to 10 aortic and 9 mitral with TTE. Figure 3 shows a large vegetation attached to a mitral prosthesis prolapsing into the left atrium during systole.

Of the 26 vegetations that were found by TEE, 14 had positive blood cultures. Of the 12 cases of vegetation documented by TEE shown to have negative blood cultures, 11 had a clinical picture indicative of endocarditis. One such lesion was identified in a patient with no clinical endocarditis, and this may represent a false-positive study or silent healed subacute bacterial endocarditis. Eight cases with vegetations were confirmed at the time of cardiac surgery, and pathologic documentation was made in 10 cases.

Aortic dissection
TEE identified 11 aortic dissections and one thoracic aortic aneurysm without dissection, and three (25%) of these were unsuspected. Comparatively, only 8 of the 12 were found by TTE, and one had a negative TTE but was suspected from the clinical situation. TTE did not identify the diseased aorta in 4 out of 12 (33%). The difference between TTE and TEE, however, did not reach statistical significance (p=0.48). One of the 12 was studied in follow-up after repair of a
dissection. Figure 4 illustrates an ascending thoracic aortic dissection with clear visualization of the intimal flap.

**LV function**

Assessment of left ventricular function was an indication for TEE in 20 of the 112 (18%) echocardiograms; however, the retrospective design of the study may have kept this figure relatively low. Using TTE, the left ventricle could not be visualized at all in 6 of 20 cases, whereas TEE visualized it in all 20. Severe left ventricular dysfunction was found in half of the 20 patients in this group.

For all 112 echocardiograms studied by TTE and TEE, the mean percentage of fractional shortening was 31% ±11%, and left ventricular ejection fraction was 52% ±15%. Visual estimation of left ventricular contractility was grossly normal in 74 of 112 cases (66%), mildly or moderately impaired in 25 of 112 (22%), and moderately severe to severely impaired in 13 of 112 (12%).

**Thrombi and intracardiac masses**

Possible intracardiac mass was an indication for TEE in 13 of the 112 (12%) cases but was found in only 3. An additional five masses were found unexpectedly, for a total of eight in 112 cases. As shown in Table 2, 2 (25%) were not seen by TTE (p=0.78). Of the eight total, seven were described as thrombus (two in the left atrium, one in the right atrium, one in the left ventricle, two in the superior vena cava, and one in the inferior vena cava), and one was described as a mass
(in the right atrium). In one patient, intravenous urokinase was given for a suspected atrial thrombus; later echocardiographic examination revealed complete resolution of the mass.

**Miscellaneous**

Congenital heart disease was identified in 11 of the 112 TEEs done in the ICU; 4 of the 11 involved only a patent foramen ovale (PFO). Two abnormalities (one muscular ventricular septal defect and one PFO) were not detected by TTE. Three of the 11 patients underwent corrective cardiac surgery on the basis of the TEE.

Although cardiac tamponade was suspected in only 4 of the 112 cases, only 1 case proved to have tamponade by TEE, and this was also identified by a transthoracic study.

Dynamic left ventricular outflow tract obstruction with systolic anterior motion of the mitral leaflets after aortic valve replacement was seen in three cases (4%) using TEE. Two of these were not diagnosed by TTE due to poor quality of the studies. The ability to identify this problem is particularly important in the ICU patient, since hypotension may be found early after cardiac surgery.

**DISCUSSION**

The nature of critical illnesses in ICU patients demands accurate cardiac imaging. Yet high-quality transthoracic echocardiograms are frequently difficult to obtain in such patients. Parker et al showed that one third to one half of patients on respirators cannot be studied satisfactorily with transthoracic echocardiography. In patients requiring more than 10 cm of positive end-expiratory pressure, only poor TTE images were usually obtained.

TEE may provide a readily accessible solution to this problem because of the improved resolution of high-frequency transducers, access to a transducer position inside the chest, and the ability to image posterior cardiac structures in the near field of the transducer. TEE is becoming a well-accepted diagnostic technique and a safe, standard clinical tool for many cardiologists, producing very sharp, high-quality images. TEE can provide valuable clinical information in a large variety of cases.

**Valve dysfunction**

TEE has been shown to be extremely helpful in the recognition and characterization of mitral valve pathology such as ruptured chordae tendineae and flail leaflets. Furthermore, several investigators have reported superior accuracy, sensitivity, and reliability of TEE over TTE for mitral prosthetic dysfunction, where ultrasonic shadowing of the left atrium frequently occurs with the standard surface studies.

In the present study, we were able to determine the etiology of significant mitral valve lesions in 28 of 31 cases (90%), aortic valve lesions in 10 of 10 cases (100%), and tricuspid valve lesions in 6 of 9 cases (67%). Although such determinations were not pathologically confirmed in the majority of this group, such anatomic information is helpful in understanding the natural history of the valve dysfunction, whether progressive or nonprogressive, infectious or noninfectious. For the evaluation of etiology, we purposefully selected lesions with greater than moderate regurgitation, because the question of etiology is moot in a large percentage of patients with mild or physiologic regurgitation.

Our experience is in agreement with previous observations that TEE is more sensitive than TTE for detection of mitral valve regurgitation. In our series, 10 cases (9%) with >2+ mitral regurgitation were detected by the transesophageal approach, but not the transthoracic. In seven cases this was due to poor-quality surface studies and three were due to prosthetic shielding artifact. This finding proved to be highly significant. Although color Doppler echocardiography is highly sensitive and specific in identifying mitral valve regurgitation and in providing an accurate estimation of severity when compared to routine angiography, one must bear in mind that the severity grading scale was designed for transthoracic color Doppler, and that no validated criteria currently exist for transesophageal color Doppler. Using different methodology than we used, Smith et al recently found some overestimation of regurgitant jets by TEE.

**Endocarditis**

Echocardiography is the test of choice for the non-invasive diagnosis of endocarditis. Use of M-mode echocardiography alone can identify vegetations in 57% of cases; adding two-dimensional echocardiography increases the detection rate to 73%. Mügge et al compared TEE and TTE and found a detection rate of vegetations of 90% for TEE and 58% for TTE. In the present study at the Cleveland Clinic, vegetation or endocarditis was suspected in 51 of 112 cases (46%) on the basis of fever, hypotension, and/or positive blood cultures, with or without a positive TTE. TEE in-
increased the detection rate of vegetations by 27% compared to TTE (from 19 with TTE to 26 cases with TEE). Unfortunately, as with other echocardiographic studies, only 10 of 26 “cases” (38%) of endocarditis were confirmed surgically or histopathologically.

Aortic pathology

TEE is a superb technique for the evaluation of aortic dissections and is emerging as the procedure of choice for the diagnosis and follow-up of this condition. Erbel et al described a sensitivity and specificity for diagnosing aortic dissection of 97% and 100%, respectively, using combined TTE and TEE. Of the 12 dissections or aortic aneurysms seen by TEE in the present study, 4 (33%) were not identified by TTE, confirming the superiority of TEE for this diagnosis.

Thrombi and masses

Echocardiography is an excellent technique for the assessment of intracardiac masses. However, TTE has limitations, particularly in visualizing the left atrial appendage and when prosthetic valves or extensive annular calcification shield the cardiac chambers. TEE has been shown superior to TTE in the evaluation of atrial myxomas and thrombi, cerebral ischemic events (in young patients), and intracardiac foreign bodies. In addition, it has been shown that TEE-detected spontaneous-echo contrast of the left atrium is an indicator for increased thromboembolic events in patients with mitral stenosis or a mitral prosthesis. In addition, Klein et al reported a case in which TEE made the diagnosis of severe life-threatening pulmonary embolus due to its ability to visualize the main and the right pulmonary arteries.

Other applications

In our experience, TEE provided clinically important information for estimation of ventricular function in all patients and should be considered the test of choice for the noninvasive assessment of left ventricular function when a transthoracic study is not feasible or is substandard in quality.

Standard TTE has become a useful diagnostic method in the evaluation of the critically ill child who may suffer from congenital heart disease. Doppler and contrast echocardiography are very sensitive techniques for detecting intracardiac shunts, obtaining hemodynamic information, and finding other anatomic anomalies. Although our ICU group included no pediatric patients, TEE was probably most useful in the evaluation of PFO due to the close proximity of the lesion to the ultrasound transducer. This is particularly a question in unexplained cerebrovascular accidents.

CONCLUSIONS

The present study represents the largest reported series of transesophageal echocardiograms in an ICU. Our experience has led us to conclude that transesophageal echocardiography can be performed in the ICU without complications and may be superior to transthoracic echocardiography in identifying significant cardiac lesions, especially valvular regurgitation, vegetations, thrombi, and diseases of the aorta. Standard transthoracic echocardiographic examination may risk a percentage of false-negative results, and transesophageal imaging often provides additional information of great clinical utility.
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